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1 Alexis Walker, Sophomore Piano Performance Major.
“Oiseaux Tristes,” from Miroirs, by Maurice Ravel (18751937).
2 John Punt, Senior Voice Performance Major.
Natalia Lauk, piano, Graduate of Krasnoyarsk State Academy of
Arts, Krasnoyarsk, Russia.
“Una furtiva lagrima,” from L’Elisir d’Amore, by Gaetano 		
Donizetti (1797-1848).
3 Ryker K. Harris, Junior Piano Performance Major, Organ Minor.
From Sonata No. 1 for Organ: III. Andante recitativo; IV.
Allegro assai vivace, by Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847).
4 Robert Wilson, Senior Violin Performance Major.
Original Composition—World Premier Recording.
From Songs About Love: Suite for Solo Violin (2013):
III. Allegro con brio
5 Blake French, Senior Music and Physics Major.
Original Composition—World Premier Performance and
Recording.
Three Miniatures for Brass Quintet: I. Parade de Cirque
(Circus Sideshow); II. Soleil Levant (Sunrise); III. Portrait de
Félix Fénéon (Portrait of Félix Fénéon) (2015).
		
Danny Roberts, trumpet
		
Erin Sandmeyer, trumpet
		
Jordan Berry, french horn
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Blake French, trombone
Chris Carroll, tuba

6 Karly L. Craig, Senior Mass Communications Major and Music
Minor.
Carol Hotrum, piano, BA in Music, Piano Major, ISU, 2007.
“How Could I Ever Know?” from The Secret Garden, by Lucy 		
Simon (b. 1943).
7 Bradley Korth, Junior Piano Performance Major.
Original Composition—World Premier Performance and
Recording.
Extraterrestrial Suite (2015): I. Meteor Shower (Prelude);
II. Nebulae (Bourrée); III. UFO’s (Sarabande); IV. Supernova
(Gigue)
8 Millie Hulse, Senior Voice Performance major.
Natalia Lauk, piano.
“My Ship” from Lady in the Dark, by Kurt Weill (1900-1950).
9 Hui Sun, Senior Piano Performance Major.
From Toccata in D major, BWV 912: Presto and Allegro,
by Johann Sebastien Bach (1685-1750).
10 Jedd Greenhalgh, Sophomore Violin Major.
Kylle Strunk, Sophomore Percussion Performance Major.
Original Joint Composition—World Premier Performance and
Recording.
The Box (2015): I. Curiosity, Greed & Pride; II. Sloth &
Glutony; III. Lust, Envy & Wrath; IV. Hope & Collision.
		
Performed by the ISU Chamber Orchestra, 			
		
Dr. Grant Harville, conductor.
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Natalie Homer

Editor’s Note

Shortly after being introduced to the concept of literary
magazines here at Idaho State University, I started to read all the
journals I could get my hands on. I ordered Tin House, Ploughshares,
Redivider, Poetry, and others. To be honest, I was a little disappointed.
I couldn’t find fault with the production quality—the colorful
laminated pages of Tin House were impressive. As I read the authors’
bios in the back of Ploughshares, I noticed that almost all of them
had books to their names and were distinguished professors in
creative writing programs. Poetry’s clean white cover had a simple but
confident authority to it that contrasted wonderfully to the graphically
busy magazines next to it on the Barnes & Noble shelf. What
disappointed me was the inside of these magazines.
The writing was good, but in a standard, sterile, artsy way.
The fiction featured middle-aged pot-smoking characters, church
meetings tinged with magical realism, and, of course, the literary
standard—torrid affairs. The poems were exclusively narrative and
almost always consisted of some blip of an image or a scene that was
supposed to convey a deep resonating message about the human
condition.
I do not mean to criticize these prominent journals or the
writers they publish. I have great respect for them, and continue to
buy them. What I do want to communicate is that they are somewhat
homogenous. Readers expect a certain standard of writing, and they
get it. What makes a small journal like Black Rock & Sage different is
our lack of establishment. We don’t have a standard type of writing we
publish. We include anything from creative nonfiction of an ecocritical
bent, like Jeffrey Howard’s “Handford,” to odes for cocaine, like
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Bridget McArthur’s “Darling,” to graphic narratives commenting
on the opacity of poetry (while being opaque themselves) like Chris
Brock’s “Bearsoap.” Some of the pieces in this year’s issue are elegant
and packed with meaning, like Kelly Ricken’s “The Bell,” and Laura
Neu’s “Refrain.” At the same time, there’s something wonderful
about the jittery feel of Amelia Kaspari’s “Not Your Mother’s” and the
honest apathy in Ashley Madera’s “Listless Devotion.”
Another aspect of BR&S that sets it apart from the bigger
journals is the inclusion of visual art and musical submissions in
each issue. This year, for example, I am thrilled to include the first
submission we’ve ever published of costume design. Alexis Chlarson’s
“Heart of Cards Dress” is stunning on several different levels: the
work and materials that went into making the dress, the photography
medium used to capture the design, and the ideas it evokes—like how
the red satin cape spills out behind the model like a pool of blood.
Including these submissions is made possible through collaboration
with ISU’s art and music departments, so my thanks goes out to
Joanna Jenks and Kori Bond for their help.
BR&S is so full of variety—the pieces in it are like unusual
stones a person might come across on a walk and put in his pocket
for later. Each one is different—striking in its own way. BR&S is
not choreographed; one piece does not fit neatly into the next like a
puzzle. From when I first read the journal as a sophomore all the way
to now as its editor, I always experience a wonderful sense of rawness.
The poems, the stories, the artwork—none of it has been smoothed by
the tired professionalism that graces the pages of the big magazines.
These are writers and artists who haven’t completely discovered who
they are yet, which makes for choppy, imperfect pieces that are still a
little wobbly on their feet. I love that. I think I always will.

Natalie Homer
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Jeffrey Howard

Laura Neu

Digging

Refrain

If you go beyond houses, red-bricked,
beyond yards, dandelion-pocked,
beyond ditches, cold water pushing paper boats, twigs, weed-buds,
beyond pens of cud-chewers, breeding or bred,
beyond sheds, where rough-tongued mothers lick red-brown fur,
beyond fields, fenced like scenes in orange-crate labels,
you’ll find a calf ’s body, maggot-feed, sprawled
that rust-glazed wheelbarrow bier.
My back shovel-muscled,
I dig loamy holes for all the lovely things.

No more than the poet can help the inspiration to sing,
I could not help that I was a murderer. —H.H. Holmes
Inspiration means
inhalation. The drawing
in. It comes before and after
release.
The flutter of breath in her lungs
like trapped wings
beating. The quiet breaks
only long enough to fill the space again,
the way that air moves in
to fill the absence of body before
it is even wholly gone.
Inspiration is compulsion—
air cannot be refused.
Her chest rises, stammers,
falls. His lungs swell.
There is hunger and there is impulse.
The stillness of wings
beneath the weight of glass.
The heart beats below the papery skin
of his thumb, grazing over
each perpendicular edge.
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Amelia Kaspari

Jeffrey Howard

Not Your Mother’s

Hanford

Already it was deep summer, last of the noble grapes.
“The poor son-of-a-bitch,” he said, because of the risk of birth defects.
A succulent hash arrived, America’s original.
And how raw the sunlight was, easy to clean,
a grotesque thing.
The soft velvet moon of the harvest sky, chilled and exalted,
fooled into thinking.
Keep out of reach of children
the unopened bottle filled with faces.
Over 38 ounces of coffee
to get this menagerie together.
Please recycle when empty.

His hands had been infected, and soon it would be his arms. He could
feel the poison working up his wrists and into his elbows and his shoulders and then the jumpover from shoulder blade to shoulder blade like
a spark leaping a gap. —Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451
The little box beeped. Its tin-whistle screech pierced my inner
ear, made me envy Grandpa’s hearing loss. BEEP. The voice came on:
“This is a test of the emergency broadcast system. This is ONLY a
test.” It wasn’t consoling. It was robotic, distant, unfeeling. The box
was a gift from the government, Dad said. The box was there to warn
us if anything went wrong down at the Hanford plant, just twenty
miles away by the Columbia River. The same men who gave it to us
visited the dairy once a month to test our cows’ milk. They needed to
know if it was safe.
The original construction of the Hanford site involved numerous railroad tracks and paved roads, production facilities, other
buildings useful in the production of plutonium, and miles and miles
of fence. The government set aside acreage for burying single-shelled
sealed tanks meant to house radioactive waste. Problematically, the
tanks did not have a lifespan equal to that of plutonium waste (which
has a half-life of over 24 thousand years), and they began leaking into
the soil of the Basin during the Cold War era.
Officials at Hanford treated water from the Columbia in order
to cool the reactors at the plant, which kept them from melting down.
Afterwards, they pumped the same water (full of radionuclides and
heavy metals) back into the river, poisoning both wildlife and people
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who relied on the Columbia’s diverse ecosystem.
My family moved away from the Columbia Basin area in 1994.
Dairy farming didn’t bring in the money like Dad and Mom had hoped
it would. The concept of the small family farm was well on its way out
of vogue by that point, being traded for large-scale operations with
thousands of animals, automated everything, and loads of hired help,
but Dad felt strongly the dairy would be profitable in Idaho. He and
my mom found a dairy to lease and a double-wide to purchase, and
we started to settle in. Once my sister Celeste got over leaving the
neighbor boy behind, she and the rest of us kids adapted to our new
environment, living in general familial harmony and only minor dissonance. We rode our bikes or walked every day about ¾ of a mile to
the dairy farm; we took care of the cows; and we played baseball in the
lot adjacent our house and sustained only minor casualties (Julia took
a ball in the eye trying to catch a popup and ran in the house crying,
while Bryant and I kept playing). We even threw rocks at the chickens
when we couldn’t contain our bubbling frustration any more (they belonged to the old lady we leased the dairy from, and they ran between
our legs and tripped us when we were carrying bottles of milk for the
calves) and killed one of them by accident. We still don’t know which
of us threw the fatal stone, but we do know we all contributed to the
broken bantam.
The year following our exodus from the Basin, my parents
gathered us kids together in the front room of our double-wide. It was
evening and there was one lamp on in the front room. Mom and Dad
sat close together, Mom looking pleased as she sat in the padded chair
with the floral print. Dad announced, “In January, we’ve got someone
else coming to the family.” I was a bit confused and excited at the
same time. Both Mom and Dad were in their early forties and had not
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Jeffrey Howard

had a kid since my sister Julia and I came four minutes apart back in
1985, and I’d thought I had made a safe assumption in not expecting
any more siblings. But parents are not above surprises and luckily this
one was positive.
On January 3, 1996 (a day early), my baby sister Maren arrived.
At first glance, she seemed like any other newborn. Her face hadn’t
been ground to paste by vaginal pressure, and she had that new-baby
smell, the kind you wish you get as a Jiffy Lube air freshener and hang
from the rearview mirror of the rest of your life. But deep down, at a
near molecular level, nature had given her (and by extension us) a gift:
a third copy of her twenty-first chromosome. Down’s syndrome. An
unforeseen result of pregnancy in middle-age. Time unsubtly expressing itself in the flesh of those still innocent that such a thing as time
exists.
Because of Maren’s condition, the doctors subjected our baby
to a series of tests. The doctors found her blood steeped with the
mother-lode of heavy metals: high concentrations of zinc, nickel, copper, aluminum, uranium, silver, and lead. Her levels nearly matched
those they found in my mom.
But we all have the same taint in our blood. My siblings and
I. My dad, too. So we think. Dad used to joke about how his family
glowed in the dark. Hanford had given us all its farewell mementos
and a piece of its story, entwined with our daily bread. A change of
location doesn’t change what we have inside. But Maren never lived
where we had lived. It wasn’t fair, yet she, like us, had been exposed
simply because she was family. Hanford gave it to the river, the river to
Mom, and Mom had unwittingly passed it on.
Heavy metals, once in the body, take up residence in the body’s cellular structure. They can pass from a mother to a child in utero because

Jeffrey Howard
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the placenta is unable to filter them out. Breast milk also transmits
metals, unloading these metals directly into a child’s nervous system
and essentially turning a newborn into a dump for toxic waste. Unless the recipient undergoes extensive detoxification (which is entirely
possible), the metals remain entrenched.
Some people might describe my dad as a funny guy, but I know
him as a teller of jokes so corny you are embarrassed that you even
know him. His favorite was a knock-knock joke about a guy named
Dwayne who was dwowning in his bathtub (Hamlet had no art to
reckon his groans, and neither did we). But as painfully unfunny and
even perseveringly boisterous as Dad could be at the dinner table, he
was even worse around his brothers. They liked to team up against
one of their children and let them have it with a string of incessant
ribbing. They were all alike, and all of them just like Grandpa. None
of them ever knew when to stop the joking. All well-meaning men, but
did they have to be so persistent?
But Dad also knew how to get angry. It was craft to him, and
even reflex. I have seen the consequences of challenging authority.
As a kid I would join him in the barn during the morning milking. I
was too small to help, so instead I watched Muppet Babies, Captain
America, and In the Heat of the Night on his shit-specked 17-inch
black-and-white television set with the growl of the motors, the pulsation and whirring of the suctioning milking machines. Though I was
often engrossed by the cartoons and racial drama that unfolded in glorious black-and-white, my attention at times turned to my dad as he
worked gates and washed teats. Cows are generally content if they have
food, but some animals have just enough evil to put hoof to arm or
even face, attempting to keep the sucking milkers at bay. When a cow
lashed out that way, Dad taught her a lesson by striking her leg with
his palm, his knuckles, a wooden slat, a steel rod. He called her names
like bugger and wearied her with club and prod until she let him milk
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her. Within seconds of putting on the machines and watching the milk
creep through the transparent tubes into the jars, his anger subsided,
and he moved to the next stall.
At some time in all of our lives we all felt the heat of his fury
at some time. I think it came from somewhere else, though. His anger
belonged to him, but he wasn’t its original keeper. It was a gift, an
heirloom, the birthright of his family and his trade.
For years, no one understood how much of an environmental
disaster Hanford had become. Some health departments and scientists filed protests in the 1960s (when protests were the rage, so to
speak), but the government didn’t declassify Hanford’s official records
until 1986. The disclosure revealed how Hanford had polluted the
Columbia River’s ecosystem. In 1989, just three months before Dad
bought his cows and began his own dairy farm, the Tri-Party Agreement forced the government to begin a massive endeavor to clean up
their mess, which included testing people and animals in the area to
understand just how far the consequences of their mismanagement
had spread.
Bryant knew how to make me explode. My hair used to stick
up straight on the back of my head because I had a cowlick, and he
came up behind me and tugged on it in front of his friends just to embarrass me. He got a kick out of teasing me, but he did it mostly to see
me get angry. Mom warned me about my temper. She said he couldn’t
“make” me mad; I had a choice to get mad. If that’s true, then I chose
to get mad every time. If he teased, I took a swing at him or yelled.
Then I got in trouble. But I knew someday I was going to give him
what he deserved.
And at last that day came.

Jeffrey Howard
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Ashley Madera

Bryant and I exercised in the barn sometimes because there
were metal bars that ran crossways across the barn, and we use to
dangle from them to do chin-ups. He could do way more than I could
because he was also a superior athlete, and I was always kind of jealous
of that, too. One time while we were exercising, he said something I
didn’t like (not that it mattered what it was), and without a thought my
fist caught him right in the jaw.
He dropped.
Celeste came out later and chewed me out for punching him,
but I had finally given him his due, and I didn’t care. I felt like a champion, like the jerk who had beaten me down so often in baseball, in
basketball, and in any other number of ways had received exactly what
he deserved. But that feeling of ecstasy wore off, and when I thought
about it enough, I realized that the punch hadn’t come out of nowhere.
It had begun years before I even had a fist to clench. The hand had
moved on its own. It was my hand and it wasn’t my hand.

The Hanford site still houses almost two-thirds of the total mass of radioactive waste
in the U.S., but the government’s cleanup crews have transferred waste and toxic
water into stronger, longer-lasting tanks. They are doing what they can to fix the issue,
although the projected outcome may at best be wishful thinking. But at least they’re
trying. And even though for now the poison remains, time or effort may finally dispose
of the things we try to bury.
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Listless Devotion

In our warm kitchen we’d cook.
One of us chopped, the other sautéed—
the onion vapors wafted through the house
and the pork browned slowly in the pan.
A steady tide transported us
from the frying pan to the table.
Across from each other the conversation
would crescendo against the barrier.
If I had a bad day, yours was always
worse. Our forks scraped against plates;
the sound echoed against bluffs.
Then in the kitchen we’d stand,
side by side, thrashing against the current;
resentment splintered the seawall.
Forks and knives splashed
amid the suds and rinsing water.
We’d discuss what might be fixed
the following night. As one again.
Dishes now clean, we’d settle once more
into each other’s pockets as if
loose change could buy back time.
Still we stayed, shoulder to shoulder,
while sitcom laughter washed over us in waves.
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A Horse is in the Room

A horse is in the room. His names are:
vagrant, lookout, chant.
An ocean of lungs,
Head a hot-air balloon
still billowing, wrinkled, expanding.
A horse is in his element. His names are:
stone street, worth, regret.

Iron plates don’t know gravity, only blood.
A horse is in a handshake. His name is:
Assault.
Cannons under pressure
126 pounds for the man
and a thousand for the horse.
A horse is in a revolver. His names are:
decidedly, foolish pleasure, genuine risk.

Iron shoes chime on asphalt,
Skitter like chocolate
wrappers against the dust.
A horse is in the newspaper. His names are:
exterminator, behave yourself, bubbling over.
Veins make impression,
shine, explode and roll
on the curved backs of swivel ears,
tiny life rivers through mountains
of gaskin and shoulder.
A horse is in the elevator. His names are:
cavalcade, bold venture, pensive.
Racing windows,
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Jacob L. Thomas

Peach Vale

Seth Spencer

Beauty Takes Many Forms

Dirt-trails become sop-trails and fresh
peach-breath drifts from the mountain—
a soft aroma, a sweet exhale, a cool
wind drifting from between the vales—
sweat sticks to my shirt, sticking
cold as the wind blows from the canyon.

Watercolor
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Rachael Warnock

Pain #2

Water soluble oil paint on canvas
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Ed Ritterbush

Pocatello Railroad

Photograph
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Danielle Feige

Abner Exceeds His Daily Word Quota

Intaglio Etching

28

Noi Thannao

Mischief

Watercolor

29

Ian Berdanier

Turquoise ‘n Leather

Pencil on Strathmore

30

Alexis Chlarson

The Heart of Cards Dress

Fabric, thread, transparent tape, super glue, Velcro, and playing cards, 		
paper mache, cardboard, acrylic paint, wire, glue, and velvet fabric, satin
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Ed Ritterbush

Barbed Wire

Photograph
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Danielle Feige

Dreams of Fish

Watercolor
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Rachael Warnock

Flesh to Fiber #1

Water soluble oil paint on canvas
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Noi Thannao

Tessellate

Watercolor
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Lori A. McPherson

Dragged

Chris Banyas

...You Deserve Better

…You deserve better. We deserve better.
And so you reassess, in extremely earnest attempts at achieving
automation. Full scale assaults against established methods and valleys
in which lie the objects of your desire, preceded by the malformed
malignant growths of our failures fallen short but still tick, tick,
ticking away, just out of sight out of mind over matters undefinable,
unattainable metrics that could institute parameters for success.
I said, we deserve better.
And so proclamations are issued, printed, gathered and distributed
throughout the systems which surround you like a spider web, Giant
Spider entangling thoughts and actions, a thoroughfare for fuck
ups and failures and half-cooked half-cocked strategies for living.
Definition a suffocating sack of poorly stitched still feeling discarded
flesh of other’s failures; reassuring roadmaps enabling ad hoc
crucifixions. You realize that
I Deserve Everything

LORI MCPHERSON – IMAGE 1

That ever happened ever happened ever happened ever every
happening moment that went unrealized, snuffed spark of action
serving the dim bulb of being atop this shrine to worthlessness.
Feeble grasps at feeble attempts at life. The most alive I feel comes
with clarity comes with the God sent sections of my monolithic failure
whose shadow blankets everything under the construct I cannot stop

Trace monotype, ink, watercolor, acryric decals and litho 		
varnish on rice paper.
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bleeding for feeding for
You Have to Fight. We Have to Fight.

repeat slate repeat slate repeat button of being eternally depressed by
the weight of all that and everything above pulling you down into the
waiting room for more like you and your dissolution of being begins a
chant quietly at first but soon a rising chorus chanting that…

And so you pretend, pretend, pretend to affect change, affect
effective reconstruction of the twisted gnarled pathways of your own
construction in which positivity is diverted, anemic in the overgrown
thorny pathways and passages created negated digested, wasting away
in darkness littered with once brightly shining Hope, dimming eyes
gazing, dead eyes of its brethren stand fast and hold the traditions
which ye have been taught of place place place of understanding finally
and completely that
I Can’t Keep My Head Above
The thrashing, gnashing sea of teeth everyone swims through but
no one swims in the same sea of I feel alone and I feel the pain, pain
rolling off their backs overblown and overbearing monsters bleed
over form reforming the same beast, any voice raised is every voice
swallowed, further fattening monsters dragging me under more
more more like a wasted vessel filled with wasted potential filling the
space that could be filled fresh with fresh life, untainted untouched
demarcation point realization point of fact point of failure to launch.
You Are Not the Sum of Your Parts
And so you retreat, suffocate in silence, closed off cognitive
capitulation, one after another after another after another nail is driven
through the heart of the machine, your machine has come so far away
from point of origin explosion creation destruction of clean slate
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Bridget McArthur

Amelia Kaspari

Vaulting

Darling

Underbelly of a red parachute
brings spotlights, hydration, and a bankroll
to the sure-footed, springing elocute.
Plastic rhinestone-coated circus rigmarole
waits for vaulting Chamomile, three beats to uproot
imaginary lunge-lines swinging bountiful.
Channel the breathless, silky and hirsute,
and brace against the otherworldly, thankful
for a purchase. Grip the quiet ring,
leap and hurl, slick undulating back.
Chipped hooves painted and dustily dazzling,
footholds metrical and harshly lilac.
Circingular rhymes, effort disappearing
into silence, applause, and cognac.

Crush,
crack		repeat.
What lies beneath
this sparkling powder?
My Lois Lane,
all pearls
and champagne.
Nose to line.
Blow her

a

kiss.

Sweet thing,
ball and chain, lady in white.
My honeymoon
hazed paradise.
Here. Comes. The. Bride.
A rock that size . . .
Promise,
from this day forward—
Our horizon is white.
The aisle, the honeymoon, the flight
back home.
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Chris Brock
Door open
cracked
feet up
crash
For you, darling.
Love always.
								Repeat.
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Bearsoap
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Chris Brock

Chris Brock
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Chris Brock

Chris Brock
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Chris Brock

Chris Brock
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Chris Brock

Chris Brock
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Kelly Ricken

Laura Neu

The Bell

Crane

Over eighteen thousand church bells and innumerable organ pipes
were donated to the war effort, to be melted down and used for arms
and ammunition. —Modris Eksteins, Rites of Spring: The Great War
and the Birth of the Modern Age

How much time on our knees is sufficient
for mercy? Neck strained upward
toward the beamed ceiling, the stained
sunlight. What happens when knees no
longer agree to bend, or worse—
refuse to unbend? Birds always know
where they’re going, except for when
they don’t and white-cloth wings stretched
over wire frames must guide
them through their migration, motor humming
a song of comfort. There may come a time
when I can no longer distinguish
between the trumpet-like mating call
and the rumble of chains and sheaves.
How much can be folded from two dimensions?
A sheet of paper into a mimicry. A crease becomes
a joint, the coffee-stained corner
a blue-lined wing. In Japan a thousand paper
cranes means mercy. I made only one.
Each wing, the tail, and beak designed
finger by finger. Its neck folds down
toward the dust on my desk—
an image of grace. I lose it
in the clutter until I run out of notepads
and my pen needs something
to scratch.

From the steeple,
your splashes of earth seemed musical—
eccentric explosions inspiring spread-eagled leaps.
I did what I could, crying out joyfully to God:
Here. Here. Here.
Our song, for three measures,
was riotous unison—
I the steady baritone, you the treble trill.
Then—your unexpected breathless rest.
I played the fourth measure
solo,
the heavy hammer within me praying
one hysterical, desperate, grasping
PLEASE.
Separating crown from yoke, you brought me down,
still vibrating.
I kissed the crucible.
Lip, waist, shoulder, head, I puddled and glowed.
Then—poured into your empty mold, I became
your snare,
et mon ami, nous nous sommes détruits.
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Maggie Gardner

Maggie Gardner

Ford Swetnam Poetry Prize Winner

The Menagerie

This year’s poetry contest judge, Laura Stott, is the author of
the book of poems, In the Museum of Coming and Going (New Issues
Poetry & Prose, Western Michigan University). She received her MFA
from Eastern Washington University, where she was managing editor
of Willow Springs. Her poems have been published or are forthcoming
in various journals, including Copper Nickel, Bellingham Review,
Hayden’s Ferry Review, Cutbank, Quarterly West, Sonora Review,
Sugarhouse Review, Redactions, and Rock and Sling. In 2014 Laura
was nominated for a Pushcart Prize. Currently, Laura serves on the
board for Writers@Work, an independent writers’ organization, and
is an instructor of English at Weber State University. Laura and her
husband live in Utah.

We were actors on a stage
trying to learn our parts

She writes this about the winning selection:
“The Menagerie” uses subtle rhyme to create a sort of song,
a unique form for difficult content. I was impressed by the use of
metaphor and concrete imagery—and the last few lines of the poem
really bring the reader home with an image that is most likely familiar,
but also haunting.

hoping to hit upon
the right word or line

that would get us out
to finally prove that

we were more than
lunatics on parade

displayed for day-trippers
to visit from the city

lined up like
animals in a cage

instead of a ringmaster
a doctor
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to oversee our act
lions raving like madmen

by the sight of our
unwashed bodies huddled

bears pacing like freaks
look at the pretty bird

together for warmth
animal crackers

see how it speaks
this one speaks too much

in a cardboard box
when you reach your

this one takes a fall
doesn’t really matter

hand into the package
you come up with

we take them all
they place our

only half a man

illness on display
to satisfy curiosity

pretty women
cover their noses

with finely embroidered
handkerchiefs repelled
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Contributors’ Notes

Chris Banyas is currently a junior working on a bachelor’s degree
in English, with an emphasis in professional writing. Originally from
Pocatello, Chris lived in Twin Falls for several years before returning to
attend Idaho State University. He is still in mourning over the departure of Oderus Urungus.
Ian Berdanier is a graduate teaching assistant working on his master’s degree in historical resource management. He expects to graduate in 2016. Ian earned his bachelor’s degree in English, with minors
in history and art as an undergraduate; as a result, his research interests tend to be interdisciplinary. Romanticism is prevalent among his
artistic influences.
Chris Brock is quite an accomplished writer and person. While
working in Yellowstone National Park he voted himself employee of
the month two months in a row. During his tenure as poetry editor
for Black Rock & Sage Chris held a private secret ballot and named
himself “best poetry editor ever.” After finishing his last semester of
coursework for a doctoral degree in English, Chris threw himself a
party and then awarded himself the teacher/student of the year. He is
currently living the high life in South Korea while writing his dissertation on Frank Miller.
Alexis Chlarson is a junior at Idaho State University. Her major is in
fine arts with a focus on fiber arts, and her minor is in theatre costume. She has been sewing for about six years and creating costumes
for three. This year she was promoted to costume shop manager for
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the theatre and dance department at ISU. She has greatly enjoyed
working with fabrics all these years and this is the first year she has
started experimenting with found objects. The card dress was completed fall of 2014 for an advanced costume construction project.
Karly Craig was born in Ontario, Oregon and began taking vocal
lessons when she was eight years old. She is currently a voice minor at
ISU studying under Dr. Geoffrey Friedley. For the past four years, she
has also been an active member of the Idaho State Women’s Choir.
Danielle Feige is originally from Wisconsin, although she has spent
a great deal of her life in southeastern Idaho. She earned a BFA from
Idaho State University with an emphasis in printmaking, and then
went on to earn an MFA from the University of Idaho with an emphasis in mixed media. Currently Danielle is working on a second master’s degree at Idaho State University. Her work can been seen at www.
daniellefeige.com.
Blake French began playing the trombone in his hometown of Boise
at the age of ten and is a student of Dr. Patrick Brooks. He is currently
double majoring in physics and music, and he plays trombone in ISU’s
Wind Ensemble, the Idaho State Civic Symphony, ISU’s Jazz I, several
brass quintets and small brass ensembles, and has been the drum
major of the ISU Marching Band for three years. Three Miniatures for
Brass Quintet takes the composer’s impressions of three paintings,
which are the titles of the movements.
Maggie Gardner is an undergraduate student majoring in psychology with a minor in creative writing. In her spare time she enjoys
spending time with her four children and husband.
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Jedd Greenhalgh was born in Idaho in 1994. He is a successful
violinist, composer, and music producer. He is currently majoring in
music at Idaho State University and intends to pursue musical composition as a career. He has written several contemporary classical works,
including a four movement symphony with his colleague, Kylle Strunk.
Ryker K. Harris grew up in Twin Falls and received an associate’s
degree in music from the College of Southern Idaho, where he studied
with Susan Miller. Ryker has studied organ for three years and currently studies with Dr. James Drake. He is sought after as a collaborative pianist, performing with numerous singers and instrumentalists
at ISU. He is a piano performance major at ISU under the direction of
Dr. Kori Bond and is also pursuing an organ minor.
Jeffrey Howard was born on a dairy farm in Washington in 1985 and
lived much of his early life working as a farmer. He received his master’s degree from Utah State University in English, with an emphasis
in literature and writing and is currently pursuing his doctorate here
at ISU. He and his wife Amy, a supremely intelligent folklorist, had
their first child, Maxwell Jeffrey, in February.

in English, as well as a TESOL certificate, and expects to graduate in
May. While her academic emphasis is in literature, she enjoys experimenting with poetry and may one day be tempted to pursue an MFA in
creative writing.
Bradley Korth began studying piano at the age of nine in Idaho Falls.
He currently studies piano with Dr. Kori Bond and collaborates with
singers and instrumentalists at ISU. Last year he won second place
in the Idaho Falls Music Club Continuing Education Scholarship
Competition. He is an active composer, piano teacher, and is the ward
organist for his church.
Ashley Madera graduated with her associate’s degree in secondary education from the College of Southern Idaho in 2012 and then
moved to Pocatello to complete her bachelor’s degree at ISU. In her
spare time Ashley plays Monopoly with her daughter, usually losing by
embarrassing amounts.
Bridget McArthur is currently working on a law enforcement certificate at Idaho State University. She loves running, Johnny Cash songs,
and eating whipped cream straight from the can.

Millie Hulse began studying voice at the age of fourteen in Idaho
Falls. She has studied with Professor Kathleen Lane since coming to
ISU in 2010. During her time at ISU, Millie has been involved in three
opera workshop productions and two full-length productions. Her
most notable roles include Cinderella’s wicked stepsister in Stephen
Sondheim’s Into the Woods and Tessa in The Gondoliers by Gilbert
and Sullivan.

Lori A. McPherson will be graduating from ISU this spring with an
MFA in painting. Originally from Connecticut, she relocated to Colorado for her BFA and fell in love with the West. During her first year at
ISU she found herself longing for the coastal shores where she grew
up. Her MFA thesis work addresses issues of ocean conservation and
reflects the deep connection she has to the ocean.

Amelia Kaspari is working toward completing her master’s degree

Laura Neu is an Idaho native and a senior at Idaho State University,
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double majoring in creative writing and psychology, and minoring
in linguistics. Her work has been published in various college-ruled
notebooks and yellow legal pads. Her pastimes include picking crumpled drafts out of the garbage and working to revive them.
Tenor John Punt has been cast in major roles for ISU’s performances
of Sondheim’s Into the Woods and Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Gondoliers. John has also been featured as the tenor soloist in many of ISU’s
Choral events: Handel’s Messiah; the Chamber Choir’s ACDA Northwest Convention premier of the Berliner Messe; and the choirs’ tours
of Europe, including a solo at the Vatican in Rome. John is currently
a student of Dr. Diana Livingston Friedley and after graduating this
spring, he will continue his studies at Indiana University, where he has
been offered a scholarship to pursue a master’s degree in voice.
Kelly Ricken has been writing poetry since she was thirteen years
old. She is currently working toward a doctorate degree in English at
Idaho State University, specializing in WW I British soldier poets. Wilfred Owen is her one true love, and Tori Amos is her spirit animal.

painting is the narration of the human condition.
Kylle Strunk, from Nampa, Idaho, currently studies music performance at Idaho State University, with emphasis in percussion performance under Dr. Thomas Hasenpflug. He has had success as both
a music performer and composer. He has written multiple classical
pieces, which include percussion ensemble pieces, chamber works,
and a four movement symphony with colleague Jedd Greenhalgh.
He is highly sought after as a collaborative performer for all types of
ensembles.
Hui Sun is an international student from China. She has studied
piano for ten years and is currently a student of Dr. Kori Bond. She
has been a prizewinner in numerous competitions, including first
prize in keyboard at the IFMC Collegiate Awards, alternate in the
Idaho MTNA Competition “Young Artist Performance,” and won first
prize in the Musicians West Young Artist Competition in 2013. She
has played percussion and keyboards in the ISU Symphonic Ensemble
and Wind Ensemble, piano in the Idaho State Civic Symphony, and is
the pianist for the ISU Chamber Choir.

Ed Ritterbush is a senior in the department of communication,
media, & persuasion, with an emphasis in photo media. He has been a
student at ISU since 2011 and has enjoyed learning a variety of different things during his time on campus. He really likes studying photography and owes a lot to his professor Dr. Terry Ownby. He is also
the assistant manager at the Bengal Theater on campus and enjoys
meeting a wide variety of students.

Noi Thannao’s artistic style developed through his attempt to combine the way he perceives his surroundings in nature, pop culture, and
comics with his personal background in fashion design and graphic
design. Working on his degree in graphic arts at Idaho State University
has helped Noi refine his style and further understand why he makes
art.

Seth Spencer is currently a senior majoring in art. His artwork is
heavily influenced by animals and nature. The purpose of Seth’s

Jacob L. Thomas is a doctoral student of English and the Teaching
of English at ISU. He received previous degrees from Snow College
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and Utah State University. His greatest academic love is the literature
of medieval England. He lives with his wife and daughter in Pocatello.
Alexis Walker is from Idaho Falls and has been playing the piano
since she was six years old. She is a sophomore piano performance
major and currently studies with Dr. Kori Bond. Alexis has established
herself as a piano teacher in the ISU Preparatory Piano Program, and
is sought after as a collaborative pianist for singers and instrumentalists.

Colophon

Issue 14, 2015, of Black Rock & Sage is set in Dutch766 BT
type at Idaho State University using Adobe InDesign. BR&S’s cover
and footer font is Futura Medium. The journal is printed on 60 lb.
accent opaque paper (acid-free, FSC-certified) by DMI Print in
Burlington, Massachusetts.

Rachael Warnock is currently working on her bachelor’s degree
and expects to graduate with her BFA this May. After studying in New
York for three years, she transferred back to ISU to finish her degree.
Rachael is primarily a painter and works with large-scale representations of abstracted imagery, each an evolution of the previous. Her
work deals with issues such as pain, peace, flesh, and fiber. Her BFA
thesis exhibition was held this past March and she is looking forward
to producing more art and eventually working on an MFA after she
graduates.
Robert Wilson is a violin performance major at ISU, studying under
Dr. Keum Hwa Cha. He also teaches an after-school strings program
in Soda Springs. Robert is the concertmaster of the ISU Chamber
Orchestra and the assistant concertmaster of the Idaho State Civic
Symphony. He is also a composer and has featured his own works
publicly at ISU, both as a soloist and as part of a group. Most recently,
Robert composed a Klezmer-style violin introduction to a women’s
choir selection, which was performed with the Idaho State Women’s
Choir in December 2014.
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For the best in embroidered
and screen printed apparel

A tradition of quality and
service in Southeast Idaho
556 W. Center
Pocatello, ID

208-234-2679
www.oldtownembroidery.com
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